


WELCOME TO
BSE UK

For over 50 years, BSE UK have been supporting businesses
across the UK with expertise in pallet racking systems, shelving,
mezzanine floors and partitioning.

BSE UK offer a range of warehouse racking systems and shelving
with competitive pricing and fast service. Offering full Turnkey
solutions for any warehouse environment including provision of
any mechanical or electrical works, office fit outs and more.

Dennis Ives
Chairman
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MEET OUR TEAM

George has over 15 years of industry

experience and his expertise have

been instrumental to the business. 

George has strong working

relationships with manufacturers to

get access to the best products and

offers for BSE UK’s clients.

GEORGE IVES

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Dennis bought the company in 2006

after relocating to work for BSE in

2001 as General Manager.  

DENNIS IVES

CHAIRMAN

Dennis has recently seen the

company rebrand to reflect our now

nation wide coverage. Dennis has

shaped BSE UK to how we know it

today. 



MEET OUR TEAM

MACAULEY MESSENGER

Macauley has an excellent

background with the storage

equipment sector. 

Covering the South, South West and

South Wales, he continues to work

closely with both new and existing

accounts. 

Matt has been an invaluable member  

of the BSE UK team for over 5 years.

 

Matt has a Racking and Shelving

background, and has worked on

large scale fit out projects with BSE

UK in the Midlands and the North.

Zara controls our Rack Inspections

and Repairs, as well as dealing with

supply only orders.

Zara also works along side our sales

managers supporting them to

ensure a timely response is received

for all customers. 

MATT ALDRED ZARA CRADDOCK

SALES MANAGER SALES MANAGER SALES SUPPORT



MEET OUR TEAM

Paul carries over 30 years of

experience in our industry and has

been overseeing projects for most

of those years.

. 

PAUL HICKMAN

PROJECT MANAGER

Dennis started his career within the

racking industry over 40 years ago.

He has vast experience within

project management and sales.  

DENNIS IVES

LARGE SCALE PROJECT MANAGER

SEMA APPROVED RACK INSPECTOR SEMA APPROVED RACK INSPECTOR

Dennis has previous experience

working on large scale projects for

leading manufacturers.

 He has an eye for detail and a focus

on quality. 

IOSH QUALIFIED



OUR MISSION

We provide fast quotes, with
competitive prices using
leading products. 

We aim to provide the best
service possible so you can
guarantee a fuss free service.

Complete solutions from
supply of materials, to fully
qualified installation.

We work with minimal
disruption to your operation,
reducing downtime. 

BSE UK are able to promise
fantastic lead times with
thousands of items in stock.

We work together to achieve
a more efficient and effective
racking or shelving system.



OUR EXPERIENCE

MEZZANINE & OFFICE FIT OUT

170sq M mezzanine floor
stud wall partition offices 
fire rated 
lighting & air conditioning 
carpets & floor painting
glass balustrade 
Building regulation approval

£225,000 project value

PALLET RACKING PROJECT

Strip and rebuild 700 bays, into
new VNA layout
10M high racking
add 114 new bays of APR
coordinate with other
contractors including sprinklers

£200,000 Project value

 

VNA PICKING SYSTEM

bespoke design of mesh picking
system
Dedicated onsite project
management CDM. 
Installation of VNA pallet
racking 

£1,000,000 Project value

 



ITEMS FROM STOCK
BSE UK have thousands of items in
stock, allowing us to offer the most
competitive lead times and pricing.

SITE SURVEYS
A site visit enables us to see how
we can work together to achieve a
more efficient and effective racking
or shelving system.

DEDICATED PROJECT MANAGER
Our dedicated team of project
managers will coordinate and run
your installation, meaning no hassle
for you.

SEMA CODE OF PRACTICE
BSE UK installation teams are SEIRS
registered and all work is carried
out in accordance with the SEMA
Guidelines

OUR DELIVERY
METHOD

BSE UK



WHY CHOOSE US

BSE UK is a qualified member of the SEMA Distributor Group:
The British Trade Association of the Storage Equipment Industry.
Membership of this independent body is a further sign of our
high quality service. 

BSE UK hold other accreditations including Contractors Health
and Safety Assessment Scheme (CHAS) and Safe Contractor
which allows our customers piece of mind that we will be
carrying out all work within strict standards. 

SEMA DISTRIBUTOR COMPANY

https://www.chas.co.uk/
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ADDITIONAL INFO

Cost effective storage solution

Adaptable to any type of stock

Can be quickly and easily adjusted

Can support regular stock rotation

Heights of 30 metres

Suitable with all types of racking

accessories 

Allows access to all pallets in the system

Benefits of Adjustable Pallet Racking:

PALLET  RACKING

Adjustable pallet racking is the most
common pallet racking system in
warehouses, factories and depots across
the world, owing to its simplicity and
effectiveness.

https://www.bse-uk.co.uk/pallet-racking/accessories/
https://www.bse-uk.co.uk/pallet-racking/
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ADDITIONAL INFO

A mezzanine floor can completely transform

your workspace, whether it's a showroom in

a retail store or a quiet workspace in a busy

factory.

MEZZANINE FLOORS

A mezzanine floor is an intermediate floor

which is constructed between two

permanent floors within a building.

Mezzanine floor design means that the

structure is semi permanent and can be

disassembled and transported if required.

The material used for mezzanine floors are

generally steel making the floor extremely

robust and durable.
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ADDITIONAL INFO

No builders, no mess, no disruption. Our

range of partition systems includes specialist

products for use in harsher environments

such as factories and warehouses. Steel

partitioning systems can be extremely

beneficial to businesses of all shapes and

sizes, particularly those that are going

through periods of growth.

STEEL PARTITIONING

Steel partitions can be used to form
offices within factories and warehouses;
to create clean room environments or to
create high security cages and private
work areas.



ADDITIONAL INFO

Push back systems offer the advantages of

greater accessibility and all lanes being

readily accessible. Push back racks are ideal

for both fast and slow moving warehouse

and logistical operations.

PUSH BACK RACKING

Maximise the cube

Increase efficiency

Fast access to pallets

Reduced Maintenance

Bulk Storage

The benefits of Push Back racking systems

include:
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ADDITIONAL INFO

Each pallet is supported individually so

its less prone to damage

Forklifts access goods through storage

channels, eliminating the need for

operating aisles

Drive-in systems are generally very

robust and low maintenance

Benefits of Drive-In Racking Systems:

DRIVE IN RACKING

Drive-in racking is a high density type of

storage racking system which utilises the

FILO principle (first in, last out) to maximise

the number of pallets that can fit into your

space. Ideal for operations where a single

product with a long shelf life is being stocked

in bulk.
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https://www.bse-uk.co.uk/pallet-racking/
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ADDITIONAL INFO

When a pallet is unloaded, the next pallet

automatically takes its place thereby

ensuring that goods are constantly available.

The flow of the pallets within the gravity

lanes is controlled by a series of speed

controllers.

FIFO ROLLER RACKING

PALLET FLOW – First in First Out.

Pallets are loaded in the gravity lanes on the

loading side (highest point) and gravity then

carries the pallets to the unloading side. 
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ADDITIONAL INFO

Reduced loading and unloading times.

Available in different pallet

configurations.

Reduced risk of human picking errors.

Can integrate with existing warehouse

management systems.

The automated system will pick up,

deposit and reorganise pallets.

Benefits of Pallet Shuttle Racking System:

PALLET SHUTTLE

Pallet shuttle systems are a type of semi

automated racking system used to enable

high density storage by utilising FILO or LIFO

principle.

BSE UK provide an all encompassing service

for the design, supply, installation and

ongoing maintenance.

https://www.bse-uk.co.uk/automation/
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ADDITIONAL INFO

Increases efficiency of picking

Saves on floor space

Saves time

integrates or works as a stand-alone

system

Benefits of a Storage Machine or Carousel:

STORAGE CAROUSELS

These computer operated machines can be

installed vertically or horizontally and will

easily be integrated into your existing

warehouse management systems or work as

a standalone storage system.

Automated storage machines and Carousels

have been proven to improve the efficiency

when picking by 70%.
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ADDITIONAL INFO

A simple yet very robust design enabling

storage of heavy materials.

Cantilever arms available with loading

capacities from 500 kgs to 15 tons.

Single and double sided configurations.

Can be fitted with specially made

canopies and side cladding.

Suitable for forklift truck and crane

handling

Benefits of Cantilever Racking Systems:

CANTILEVER RACKING

If your operation deals with long, bulky or

hard to store items; cantilever racking could

be the optimal solution. Being an open-

fronted system with adjustable arm lengths,

a cantilever system allows for the storage of

items of all shapes and sizes.
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Thank You
we are happy to answer any questions


